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A Note on the Weyl Group of Type E7 
BRUCE N. COOPERSTEIN 
1. INTRODUcnON 
The purpose of this note is to define a certain regular graph (Q, r) on 56 points and 
show that its automorphism group is the Weyl group of type E7 , isomorphic to 
Z2 x Sp(6, 2) acting imprimitively with blocks of cardinality 2. It is well known that 
Weyl (E7) has an imprimitive permutation representations of degree 56, but the 
construction here is somewhat novel, beginning as it does, with the symmetric group of 
degree 8, acting on two sets of cardinality 28. This does not appear to be in the 
literature. There is a further reason for this construction. Application of the graph and 
the identification of its automorphism is made in [1], where a four homogeneous 
polynomial function I on a 56-dimensional space M over a field K is constructed, and it 
is shown that the group of isometries of I, O(M,f) = {g E GL(M) I/(gm) = I(m) for 
all m EM} is the universal Chevalley group E7(K). The organization of this paper is as 
follows: in Section 2 we define the graph and derive some initial properties; in Section 
3 we identify the automorphism group; and in Section 4 we derive some further 
properties useful for [1]. 
2. THE GRAPH (Q, r) 
Let cP= {I, 2, ... , 8} and S,z,=Sym(8) be the symmetric group on CPo Further, let 
P = {p,. 1 a E cp{2}}, P* = {p: 1 a € 4>{2}} be two disjoint sets indexed by cp{2} , the 
collection of 2-subsets of CP. For convenience of notation for i =# j we will write 
Pii = Pii = P{i,i}' pij = Pii = P{i,n' We let S,z, act on P and P* in the natural way: for 
a E S,z" i =# j E CP, apij = Poi, oj, apij = p!;,oj. Set Q = P U P*. We define an adjacence 
relation - on Q as follows: 
Pa-PfJ(P:-p~) if lan{Jl=l for a,{JEcp{2}; 
p,.-p~ if an{J=0. 
rwill denote the set of all adjacent pairs. As usual, we have a metric d( , ) defined on 
Q by the graph. We will let 1; consist of pairs at distance i (so r = I;.). For x E Q, 
1;(x) = {y E Q 1 d(x, y) = i}. Finally, let l' be the map on Q which interchanges p,. and p:. Clearly, we have: 
(2.1) (1') xS,z,~Aut(Q,r). Note that (1') x S,z, is transitive. 
(2.2) Let x E Q. Then: 
(i) IF(x) I = 27; 
(ii) 112(x)1 = 27, 12(x) = 1'(r(x»; and 
(iii) 13 (x ) = {t'X}. 
PROOF. Since (1') X S,z, tra Q, it suffices to prove (2.2) for a particular x, say 
x = P12' Now r(P12) = {Pli' P2i 13 ~j ~ 8} U {pZ/13 ~ k < I ~ 8} and has cardinality 
27 . Note that r(pt2) = 1'(r(pd) and r(P12) n r(pt2) = 0 . Thus pt2 It 12(P12)' 
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Suppose 3~j~8. Then pti, P~+P12' However, if k=l=j, 3~k~8, then pti, 
p~ - Pi"k - P12 and hence pti, p~ E I;(P12)' Moreover, if 3 ~ k < I ~ 8, then Pkl + P12' 
But then Pkl- Plk - P12 and Pkl E I;(P12)' Thus, -r(r(P12»!;; I;(P12)' However, 
I;(pd!;; r\[{P12' pt2} u r(pdJ and so II;(p12)1 ~ 27. On the other hand, 
1-r(r(p12»1 = 27. From this it follows that -r(r(pd) = I;(P12) has cardinality 27, and 
(i), (ii) and (iii) all hold. 0 
We next investigate the induced graph on r(x), for x E Q. To understand the 
meaning of the next result we must recall a standard: 
DEFINmoN. A generalized quadrangle (abbreviated GQ) is a triple (P, L, J) 
consisting of two sets, P and L, the elements of which are referred to as points and 
lines, and a symmetric relation J on P x L U L x P, called incidence satisfying: 
(i) two points are incident with at most one common line; 
(ii) two lines are incident with at most one common point; and 
(iii) if PEP, 1 E L are non-incident, then there exists a unique mEL and q E P such 
that P J m J q J I. 
Now let (P, L, J) be a finite GQ (i.e. IPI, ILl < 00). For PEP, let tp + 1 = I{I E 
Lip Il}1 and for IE L, let Sl + 1 = I{p E pip Il}I. It is well known (cf. [2]) that if 
Sl, tp > 1 for every I and P then Sl, tp are constants, called the parameters of the GQ. The 
point graph of the GQ is the graph with vertex set P and edge set the collection of 
collinear pairs of points (incident with a common line). Now we can prove: 
(1.3) The induced graph (r(x), r) is isomorphic to the complement of the point 
graph of a (2, 4)-GQ. 
PROOF. By transitivity of (-r) x S.p on Q we may take x = P7S' Now r(P7S) = 
{Pi7, PiS I 1 ~j ~ 6} U {pZlll ~ k ~ I ~ 6}. Note that every distinct pair in r(P7S) is in r 
or I; and hence the complement of (r(p7S)' r) is (r(p7S), 1;). 
Now « -r) X S.p)P78 = S.p.P78 = Z2 X Sym(6). The set {Pi7, PiS I 1 ~j ~ 6} and {pZlll ~ 
k < I ~ 6} are orbits of S.p,P7S in r(P7S)' Next, see that r(P7S) n I;(P68) = {Pi711 ~ j ~ 
5} U {Pi~ 11 ~j ~ 5}. These two sets are the orbits of S.p, P7S' P68 on r(P7S) n r;(P68)' 
Also r(P7S) n I;(P;6) = {Pii I i = 5,6; j = 7, 8} U {pZlli ~ k < I ~ 4} and these are the 
orbits of S.p,P7S'PJt, = Z2 X Z2 X Sym(4) on r(P7S) n I;(p~). It then follows that S.p.P7S has 
three orbits on I;-pairs in r(P7S) with representatives {P68, P57}, {P68, P;6} and 
{P;6,pj4}' Next, see that if {a, b} is such a pair, the r(x)nl;(a)nl;(b) contains a 
unique point, namely P;6, P57 and pt2 in the respective cases. Then let L consist of such 
triples: 
L = {{a, b, c}!;; r(P7S) I a + b +c +a}. 
Let P = r(P7S)' We claim that (P, L, E) is a (2,4)-GQ. Clearly lines contain three 
points. Since for every YEr(P7S), IT(p7s)nr;(y)I=1O; and {/\{y} I/EL,YE/} 
partitions r(P7S) n r;(y), every point lies on five lines. Thus, if (P, L, E) is a GQ then 
its parameters are (2,4). 
We must now show that if I ELand y E P\I, then y is non-adjacent to a unique point 
of I; that is lin r(y)1 = 2. Note that S.p.P7. has two orbits on lines from the above 
discussion, with representatives IJ = {P57' P68' P;6} and 12 = {pt2' pj4' P;6}' 
First consider 12 and a point y E r(P7S), y ~ 12, Suppose y = p!. Then a intersects two 
of {I, 2}, {3,4}, {5,6} and misses the third; hence 1/2 n r(y)1 = 2 as claimed. Suppose 
that y = Pii' 1 ~ i ~ 6, j = 7 or 8. Then Pa is non-adjacent to pp for the unique f3 among 
{I,2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6} which contains i. This proves our assertion in the case that the line 
is 12 , 
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Next consider 11 , Suppose that y = Pn, 1:0::; i :0::; 6. If i = 6 then the unique point on I) 
non-adjacent to y is p;". If i =1= 5, 6 then y is adjacent to P;" and P68 but not PS7' A 
similar analysis applies if y = PiS, 1:0::; i :0::; 6. Finally, suppose that y = p!, a = {i, j}, 
l:o::;i<j:o::;6. If an{5,6}=0, then y-PS7, P68 and 1/1 nr(y)I=2. If a={i,5}, 
1:0::; i :0::;4, thenp!- P;6, P68' Similarly, if a = {i, 6}, 1:0::; i :0::;4, thenp!- P;6, PS7' Thus, 
in all cases we have shown that 1/1 n r(y)1 = 2. 0 
REMARK. It has been shown that there is a unique (2, 4)-GO up to isomorphism. Its 
automorphism group is Weyl (E6) = 0-(6, 2) (see [2]). Note that S<z>,x = Z2 X Sym(6) is 
then a maximal subgroup of Aut(r(x), r) for each xED, 
3. AVT(D,r) 
We now show that Aut(D, r) is isomorphic to the Weyl group of type E 7 , 
Weyl(E7) = Z2 x Sp(6, 2). We begin by explicitly exhibiting an automorphism in 
(r(p7S), r) not in S<Z>,P78 , making use of the properties of the GO constructed in 
Section 2. 
We know that P56 E r(P7S)' r(P7S) n r(p;") = {Pn, PiS, Pi~' p:611:O::; i:o::; 4}, and 
r(P7S) n I2(P;6) = {pij 11:0::; i <j:O::; 4} U {Pkl I k = 5,6; 1=7, 8}. Notice that the lines 
of the GO partition r(P7S) n I2(P;6) into five 12-pairs {Pi2' p~}, {Pi3, P;4}, 
{Pi4' pt}, {PS7, P68} and {Pss, P67} and for any other pair a =1= bE r(P7S) n I2(P;6), 
(a, b) E r (this is just a restatement of the GO-property). Also, for any pairwise 
adjacent collection of four points in I2(P;6) n r(P7S) (Le. points from four distinct lines 
on P;6 in (P, L», there is a unique point in r(P7S) n r(p;6) adjacent to all of them. 
Making use of this we may construct the following permutation of r(P7S) which is in 
Aut(r(P7S), r) but not in S<Z>,P78: ao = (P1SP~) (p28Pi6) (P37P:5) (P47P;5) (P57P;4) 
(p68Pi2)' Define a as follows: a(P7S) = P7S; a(p;s) = P;s; if x E r(P7S)' a(x) = ao(x); if 
x E r(p;s), a(x) = -rao-r(x). We claim: 
(3.1) a E Aut(D, r). 
PROOF. ao E Aut(r(P7S), r), and hence -rao-r E Aut(r(p;s), r). Suppose now that 
{x, y} E r. The cases {x, y} E r(P7S) U {P7S} or {x, y} ~ r(p;s) U {p;s} are obvious. 
Suppose then that x E r(P7S), y E r(p;s). Then ox = aoX and ay = TaoTY. Since 
y E rex) n r(p;s) = rex) n 12(P7S), TY E r(P7S) n I2(x). Then aoX, aoTY E r(P7S) and 
ao-r(y) E I2(ao(x», since ao is an automorphism of (r(p48)' r). But then -raoTY E 
r(aoX), again by (2.2). Thus (ox, ay) = (aoX, -raoTY) E rand (3.1) is established. 0 
Now, let W = (S<z>, -r, a): 
(3.2) (i) For xED, Wx = 0-(6, 2); and 
(ii) W = Aut(D, r). 
PROOF. (i) Since (S<z>, -r) tra D, obviously W tra D, so without loss of generality we 
may take x = P7S' Suppose that g E WP78 acts trivially on r(P7S)' Then g also fixes TY for 
every y E r(P7S) and g is the identity. Thus, WP78 is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Aut(r(P7S), r), which we have already established to be isomorphic to 0-(6,2). 
S<Z>,P2Jl = Z2 x Sym(6) which, as remarked at the end of Section 2, is a maximal subgroup 
of Aut(r(p7S)' r). Since a E WP78 \S<Z>, P7S, in fact WP78 = Aut(r(P7S), r) as claimed. 
(ii) Follows from (i) and the transitivity of W on D. 0 
(3.3) THEOREM. W = Z2 x Sp(6, 2). 
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PROOF. For convenience, conjugate a by the element induced on D by 
(12)(367)(485) in S<[> to obtain a', defined by a'(P46) = P46; a'(p~) = p~; a'(x) = 
a~(x) for x E r(P46); and a'(x) = a~(x) for x E r(p~), where a~ = 
(P24Pf3)(P14Pt)(P67P;S)(P56PjS)(P68P;7)(P34Pf2)' If we take rj to be the element of W 
induced by the transposition (i, i + 1) of S<[>, 1 ~ i ~ 6, r7 = a', then these involutions 




where two involutions are connected by a bond if their product has order 3 and by no 
bond if they commute. It follows that W is a quotient of the Weyl group 
W(E7) = Z2 x Sp(6, 2). Since IWI = IDIIw..1 = 5610-(6,2)1, it follows that W = Z2 X 
Sp(6,2) (alternatively, since (a) ~ Z(W) and Sp(6, 2) is simple, W = Z2 x Sp(6, 2». 
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE GRAPH (D, r) 
We conclude by making explicit certain properties of the graph (D, r) of which 
application is made in [1]. 
(4.1) Wacts as a rank 4 permutation group in D. For xED, the orbits of w.. are {x}, 
rex), 12(x) and {TX}. 
PROOF. w.. = 0-(6,2) is transitive on both rex) and 12(x), from which the 
assertion follows. D 
(4.2) Let {x,Y}E12. SetD(x,y)={x,y}U[r(x)nr(y)]. Then: 
(i) ID(x, y)1 = 12. 
(ii) If x' E D(x, y) then !r(x') n D(x, y)1 = 10, 112(x') n D(x, y)1 = 1. Moreover, if 
{y'} = 12(x') n D(x, y), then D(x', y') = D(x, y). 
PROOF. Since W is transitive on 12, it suffices to prove the assertion for a single pair 
in 12, say x = P67, Y = p:S. Then r(P67) n r(p:S) = {Pi7' p:sll ~ i ~ 5} and !r(P67) n 
r(p:S)1 = 10; whence ID(P67' p:S)1 = 12 and (i) is established. Set D = D(P67' p:S). 
Now the six pairs {{Pi7' p7s} 11 ~ i ~ 6} partition in D in 12-pairs. Since Pi7 - Pj7 and 
Pi7 - Pj~ for i =1= j the first part of (ii) holds. This further implies that if x', y' is a 12-pair 
in D then D(x', y') 2 D. But since also ID(x', y')1 = 12, in fact, D(x', y') = D. D 
REMARK. (rv r2, r3, r4, r5, r7) = W6 = Weyl(D6) stabilizes D. 02(W6), an elementary 
group of order 25, fixes each 12-pair in D. For g E 02(W6), g interchanges the element 
of an eVf"n number of 12-pairs in D. 
Let D = {D(x, y) I {x, y} E 12}. We next investigate the action of Won D. 
(4.3) W has four orbits on pairs (Dv D2), Dl =1= D2 E D, which are distinguished by: 
(i) IDI n D21 = 6, Dl n D2 is a maximal 12-clique. 
(ii) IDI n D21 = 2. Moreover, Dl n D2 is a pair of adjacent points. 
(iii) D2 =D1• 
(iv) Dl n D2 = 0; there exists a unique D ED so IDI n DI = ID2 n DI = 6. 
PROOF. Take D = D(P67' p:S). It is not difficult to enumerate the WD-double cosets 
in W. Doing so establishes that the permutation rank of W on D is 5. Since one of the 
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orbitals of W is the diagonal, {(D, D) IDE D}, we obtain four orbits in the collection 
of distinct pairs. One such orbit is clearly {(D, D) IDE D}. Considering that 
Dl = {Pli' P;i liE </>\{1, 2}} and D2 = {Pli' P;i liE </>\{1, 3}}, we see that Dl n D2 = 
{Pli 14 ~ i ~ 8} U {P;3}, which establishes the existence of an orbit as in (i). Taking Dl 
again as {Pli' P;i 13 ~ i ~ 8} and D2 = {P3i' P:i liE </>\{3, 4}} we obtain that Dl n D2 = 
{Pl3' P;4} and hence are as in (ii). Finally, if Dl remains as defined previously and 
D2 = {P3i' P~i liE </>\{1, 3}}, then Dl n D2 = 0. {P2i' P;i liE </>\{2, 3}} is then easily 
seen to be the unique DE D such that IDl n DI = ID2 n DI = 6. This completes the 
proof. D 
(4.4) Let D ED, xED. Then one of the following occurs: 
(i) xED; 
(ii) Ir(x) n DI = 6; or 
(iii) TX ED, ID n r(x)1 = 1. 
PROOF. We know that WD is transitive on D and also on TD. This means that 
{(x, D) ED x D I xED} and {(x, D) E D x D I TX E D} are orbits of Won D x D. In 
the case that TX E D we know 112( TX) n D I = 1 and since 12( TX) n D = r(x) n D (iii) 
follows. Next note that if D = UY=l ai is the partition of D into its 12-pairs, then the 
maximal r-cliques in D (of cardinality 6) are those subsets of D satisfying 11> nail = 1 
for i ~ i ~ 6. 02(WD ) has two orbits on these 64 sets. If we take D = {Pli' P;i 13 ~ i ~ 
8} then representatives are {pjj 13 ~ i ~ 8} and {P;3} u {Pij 14 ~ i ~ 8}. The latter 
clique is maximal in (D, r), while the former is contained in the 7-clique (maximal) 
{Pij 12 ~ i ~ 8}. Thus, if x = P12, then x ft D and ID n r(x)1 = 6. 02(WD ) acts regularly 
on these points (since 7-cliques are maximal in D). Thus there are 32 such points. Since 
IDI = ITDI = 12, this accounts for all 56 points of D and we are done. D 
NOTATION. For DE D, let L1(D) = {D' ED liD n D'I = 6}; L12(D) = {D' E 
D liD n D'I = 2}, L13(D) = {D' ED I D n D' = 0, D' -=1= TD} and L14(D) = {TD}. 
(4.5) Let D, D' ED, D' E L12(D), x E D\D'. Then either: 
(i) D n D' £; r(x) and ID' n r(x)1 = 6; or 
(ii) D' n r(x) = D' n D n r(x) is a unique point. 
PROOF. This follows immediately from (3.4). 
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